
 Tasting Tour through Romagna Treasures !!
4 nights/5 days

Available 2013 March, April, till 15th June, 
after 15th September, October, November

1st day
Arrival and Accommodation to Hotel 3***/4**** in RICCIONE. Welcome buffet at your arrival to 
have a relaxing snack.  Free time in the town center or on the beach. Dinner at Hotel, with typical 
Italian food. Free evening. Overnight.

2nd day
Breakfast at hotel. At 9.30 meeting with the Tour lieder at the hotel and departure to the wonderful 
hinterland … a full day trough two medieval hilltop town  MONDAINO & MONTEGRIDOLFO. 
First stop in Mondaino, visit of the historical center (the original square, the main church and the 
main pedestrian street ..) since the ancient Mill where we'll see the production of a really peculiar 
kind of cheese “FOSSA Cheese” … tasting with the poetic verses of the “Divina Commedia” of Dante 
Alighieri !!! 
Lunch in a typical restaurant in the hills, with traditional dishes. 
In the afternoon visit of Montegridolfo, the little town center surrounded of medieval walls. We'll visit 
also a famous OIL Mill and we'll learn to know the typical oil. Tasting of OIL and other dishes 
prepared with oil (piadina, garlic bread …) Return to hotel in the late afternoon. Dinner at Hotel. 
Free evening. Overnight.

3rd day
Breakfast at hotel. Morning free to lay down on the beach or relax to Spa 
Center (€ 20,00 not included). Free lunch.
In the afternoon  meeting with the Tour lieder and departure by Bus to 
SAN MARINO REPUBLIC, nice walk in the medieval center up to the 
main Church and free time for Shopping Tax-free !!!! Then departure to 
SANTARCAGELO for the WINE tasting and meeting with the producers in 
a famous Cellar. DINNER at cellar, with a typical menu from Romagna. 
Return to hotel and Overnight.

4th day
Breakfast at hotel. At 9.30 meeting with the Tour lieder at the hotel and 
departure by Bus to RIMINI historical town center … rich of  monuments 
from Roman age (Tiberius bridge, Augustus Arch, …) and Middle age 
(Malatsta Temple, Sismondo castle ..) till the old fishing village of Borgo 
S. Giuliano … painted by the murals of the movies of Federico FELLINI !! 
Lunch at restaurant with sea food menu. Free afternoon and free dinner.

5th day
Breakfast at hotel. Departure.                                           
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